DAY ONE

MAIN GYM

• AAA NORTHERN CALIFORNIA, NEVADA AND UTAH
• ACCO ENGINEERED SYSTEMS
• AEROJET ROCKETDYNE
• AGILIS ENGINEERING, INC.
• AIG
• AIR FORCE TEST CENTER AT EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE
• ALCON
• AMAZON LAB126
• APEEL SCIENCES
• APPLIED MATERIALS
• APPLIED MEDICAL
• ARMSTRONG GARDEN CENTERS
• BASTIAN SOLUTIONS
• BEACON HILL STAFFING GROUP
• BEVIER STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING, INC.
• BLUE DIAMOND GROWERS
• BOEING
• CH ROBINSON
• CLARK PACIFIC
• CLOVER NETWORK, INC.
• CONVENE
• COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
• DAIMLER TRUCKS NORTH AMERICA
• EATON
• EDWARDS LIFESCIENCES
• EICHELY, INC.
• ENERCON
• FABTIME
• FAMILY CARE NETWORK, INC.
• FERGUSON ENTERPRISES INC.
• G3 ENTERPRISES, INC.
• GAF MATERIALS CORPORATION
• GALLO SALES COMPANY
• GENERAL ATOMICS
• GENERAL DYNAMICS NASSCO
• GOODADY
• GOSCM CONSULTING
• GREEN HILLS SOFTWARE
• HAAS AUTOMATION INC.,
• HATHWAY
• HELIX ELECTRIC, INC.
• HENDERSON ENGINEERS, INC.
• HONEYWELL
• IMERYS
• INSIDECELL RAND
• INSIGHT GLOBAL
• INTUIT, INC.
• J. G. BOSWELL COMPANY
• JENSEN HUGHES
• JT3, LLC
• L3 TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
• LANDCARE, LLC
• LAWRENCE LIVEMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY
• LENDINGCLUB
• MARCH CHOCOLATES
• MAXIM INTEGRATED
• MEDTRONIC, INC.
• MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY
• MONOLITHIC POWER SYSTEMS
• NASA JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
• NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND (NAVAIR)
• NTX CONSTRUCTION, INC.
• OFFICER PROGRAMS, NAVY
• RECRUITING DISTRICT LOS ANGELES
• ORACLE
• ORBITAL ATK
• PACIFIC DESIGN TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
• PICTSWEET
• PMA CONSULTANTS
• RANTEC POWER SYSTEMS INC.
• RDO EQUIPMENT CO.
• ROBERT HALF
• ROCKWELL AUTOMATION
• ROSEBURG FOREST PRODUCTS
• RSM US LLP
• SALES BOOTCAMP
• SAN LUIS OBISPO DOWNTOWN ASSOCIATION
• SHIMMICK CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
• SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
• SOUTHERN GLAZER’S WINE AND SPIRITS
• SOUTHLAND INDUSTRIES
• STRYKER
• SUMMIT STEEL WORKS
• SUNBELT CONTROLS
• SYNGENTA
• TAPESTRY SOLUTIONS, INC.
• TARGET CORPORATION
• TASTEFUL SELECTIONS
• TECHNIPFMC
• TEKSYSTEMS
• THE SELECT GROUP
• THE TIMKEN COMPANY
• TREASURY WINE ESTATES
• UNIQLO USA, INC.
• UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
• VERTIT CORPORATION
• VIASAT INC
• WELLAND DESIGN GROUP INC
• WSP USA
• YASKAWA AMERICA INC.

NORTH GYM

• ABBOTT
• ANALOG DEVICES
• CHEVRON
• CONSOLIDATED ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
• COUNTY OF SAN LUIS OBISPO
• DELLOITE CONSULTING
• M. J. GALLO WINERY
• ENTERPRISE HOLDINGS
• FLEX
• FUTEK ADVANCED SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
• GHD
• HAJOCA CORPORATION
• IQMS
• KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES
• LAM RESEARCH CORPORATION
• MICRO-VU
• NETAPP
• NORTHRUP GRUMMAN CORPORATION
• PALO ALTO NETWORKS
• PEPSICO
• PHILLIPS 66
• PROTOVITI
• SIEMENS CORPORATION
• SIMPSON GUMPERTZ & HEGER
• TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
• TRIAGE CONSULTING GROUP
• UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
• VEEVA SYSTEMS
• WESTERN DIGITAL

BOLD = CAREER PARTNER

SOUTH GYM

• ACREEKS
• ANHEUSER-BUSCH
• ARCONIC
• BALBOA CAPITAL
• BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM
• BOOZ ALLEN HAMILTON
• CAL POLY
• CALIFORNIA RESOURCES CORP
• CALTRANS
• CITY YEAR
• COBANK
• COBHAM
• CRYSTAL ENGINEERING CORPORATION
• CRYSTAL INSTRUMENTS CORP
• DESIGN GROUP
• EXOTIC METALS FORMING COMPANY LLC
• FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION
• GSE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.
• HI-TEMP INSULATION, INC.
• HTC
• IMPACT RADIUS, INC.
• LAND O’LAKE, INC.
• LOOKER
• LOS ANGELES COUNTY PROBATION
• LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER
• LYONS MAGNUS
• MARVELL SEMICONDUCTOR
• MICRO FOCUS
• NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING CENTER PORT HUENEME DIVISION
• NAVSEA - NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE COMMAND
• NAVSEA - NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER PORT HUENEME DIVISION
• NXP SEMICONDUCTORS
• PRESTON PIPELINES INC.
• QAD
• QSC
• SPECTRAKORP
• SPECIALIST STAFFING GROUP
• THE J.M. SMUCKER COMPANY
• VENTION MEDICAL
• WELL PICT INC.
• WINE WAREHOUSE
• YARDI SYSTEMS

CAL POLY CAREER SERVICES

FALL CAREER FAIR
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DAY TWO

MAIN GYM

- ALFATECH CONSULTING ENGINEERS, INC.
- APPLIED MEDICAL
- ARMSTRONG GARDEN CENTERS
- ATLAS COPCO MAVI-TRENCH COMPANY
- BANKERS LIFE
- BASF
- BASTIAN SOLUTIONS
- BAY CITIES
- BEACON HILL STAFFING GROUP
- BEVIER STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING, INC
- BLUE DIAMOND GROWERS
- BRIGHTEDGE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
- BURNS & MCDONNELL
- CAL POLY
- CEPHEID
- CHUBB
- CITY OF SANTA MARIA
- CLOVER NETWORK, INC.
- CODE CONSULTANTS, INC.
- CONSOLIDATED ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
- COUNTY OF SAN LUIS OBISPO
- CRB
- CRYSTAL ENGINEERING CORPORATION
- CYPRESS SEMICONDUCTOR
- DAIMLER TRUCKS NORTH AMERICA
- E. & J. GALLO WINERY
- FIELDCORE
- FOX FACTORY, INC.
- G3 ENTERPRISES, INC.
- GAF MATERIALS CORPORATION
- GILBANE BUILDING COMPANY

- GRIMMWAY ACADEMY
- HATHWAY
- HI-TEMP INSULATION, INC.
- HYDRITE CHEMICAL CO.
- INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES
- INSIGHT GLOBAL
- INTEL CORPORATION
- INTUITIVE SURGICAL
- ITW GLOBAL TIRE REPAIR
- JACKSON FAMILY WINES
- JIM'S SUPPLY COMPANY INC
- KEYENCE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
- KIBBLEWHITE PRECISION MACHINING
- KLA-TENCOR
- KPFF CONSULTING ENGINEERS LOS ANGELES
- L3 TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
- LANDCARE, LLC
- LYONS MAGNUS
- MAXIM INTEGRATED
- MEISSNER FILTRATION PRODUCTS, INC.
- MILENDER WHITE
- MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY
- MOUNTAIN G. ENTERPRISES, INC.
- NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING COMMAND SOUTHWEST
- NEW-INDY CONTAINERBOARD LLC
- NIAGARA BOTTLING, LLC
- ORACLE
- PACIFIC DESIGN TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
- PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
- PACIFIC SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION CORP
- PARKER HANNIFIN CORP
- PEACE CORPS PEARCE SERVICES
- PEPSICO
- PROCORE
- QUARTUS ENGINEERING
- QUINN CAT
- RABOBANK, N.A.
- RAIN AND HAIL INSURANCE SERVICE, LLC
- RANDSTAD NORTHERN CALIFORNIA AND PACIFIC NORTHWEST DIVISION
- RDO EQUIPMENT CO.
- RESCARE
- REVASUM
- ROSEBURG FOREST PRODUCTS
- SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
- SOLAR TURBINES
- SONOPAR USA
- SOUTHERN GLAZER'S WINE AND SPIRITS
- SOUTHLAND INDUSTRIES
- SUMMIT STEEL WORKS
- SUNOPTA
- TARGET CORPORATION
- THE J.M. SMUCKER COMPANY
- THE TIMKEN COMPANY
- THE WINE GROUP
- TM PROCESS AND CONTROLS, INC.
- UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
- USS POSCO INDUSTRIES
- VARIAN
- VIASAT INC
- WEST MARINE
- WRIKE INC.
- ZPOWER LLC

NORTH GYM

- APPLE
- FLEX
- FLUOR CORPORATION
- IQMS
- RAYTHEON COMPANY
- THE WONDERFUL COMPANY

BOLD = CAREER PARTNER

SOUTH GYM

- ALLIED FIRE PROTECTION
- AMERICAN AGCREDIT
- BLACK & VEATCH
- COWEN INC.
- CRYSTAL INSTRUMENTS CORP
- DIVERSIFIED PROJECT SERVICES INTERNATIONAL, INC.
- ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS DESIGN, INC.
- FORMFACTOR, INC.
- FOSTER FARMS
- GE
- MDC VACUUM PRODUCTS
- PAE
- POLYRENTS
- PRINTPACK
- READY PAC FOODS
- SYSKA HENNESSY GROUP
- TRANSUNION, LLC